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Introducing a Double Feature 

The name of James C. ]artlett, Jr., as an author is familiar 
to the readers of such magazines as ~ and Telescope, Pouular 
Astronom~, ami Science. It is characteristic of the prolific 
Dr. ]artlett that he has sent us ~ articles on planetary sub
jects, which we gladly present in this issue. Our contributor's 
address is )00 N. !Utaw St., Baltimore~ Maryland. His chief 
interest is in sunspots; but his lunar and planetary.observations 
include drawings of the walled-plain Grimaldi 1 .color-observations 
of details on Jupiter· and Saturn, and -studies of .irregul~rities 
on the termina!ior of Venus. Dr. ]artlett is a men1ber of. the 
American Astronomical Society and the Ame~ica~ As~ociation of 
Variable Star Observers and is a former Secretary of the Mar
yland Academy of Sciences. 

We hope that the article about theSaturnian cloud cap 
will stimulate thought along the lines that it discusses. 
We hope that the one about the Jovian satellites will encourage 
possessors of small telescopes to carry on this interesting and 
easy sort of observations. We mentioned in our August issue 
how T. R. Cave on one date found Jupi teriiV {Oall'1sto). yery 
hazily outlined, as Dr. Bartlett here reportS it sometimes· ... 
to be, But without more introduction, let the author present· 
his theses: 

RAPID 'ARIATI'ONS IN TIE SOUTH POLAl 
CL0\11) CAP OJ 3ATlJRN. ·' 

by James c. ]artlett, Jr, 

In a recent communication·to the-writer, H:tn.s commented 
on the marked variability in the south polar cloud cap of 
Saturn, a phenomenon which the writer has often noticed. 
Observations at ]altimore, with apertures varying from 3 to 5 
inches, suggest that as a permanent marking the Saturnian cap 
is much less stable than the corresponding cap on Jupiter. · 
The same thing in lesser degree seems true of the dark belts 
on Saturn. 

Analagous changes of brightness in the equatorial light 
zone; changes of cQlor in the whole ball; the occasional 
appearances of great white eru:?tions on .. ~he equator, such. as 
during the classical a:ppari tion of 1876, arid ·the .. very ·similar 
White Spot of 1933, all suggest that could we see Saturn as 
easily as we see Jupiter the rapidity of surface changes 
might be greater for the former than for the latter. 

This is contradicted by some authorities who regard 
Saturn as the more quiescent of the two, basing this opinion 
on the greater distance of the planet from the sun; but such 
reasoning involves the assumption that the observed changes 
are due entirely to solar heating or other influences-
which is unproven. Hm.·rever, granting that the sun may -.yet 
be the chief motivator of surface changes, certain factors 
are commonly overlooked, factors which "''ould greatly in
crease the effectiveness of solar action even for the great
er distance. 
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In the first place, . the 'incl~~a.tion, of' the equator of Saturn; 
to the plane of the orbit is 2('0 • This factor alone would make 
for very marked seasons,.· especially in contr~st to JuDi ter whose 
inclination is only ) 0 5'• ·on Saturn, therefore, one-would ex
pect to find a much steeper tnerrnal gradient" between equator and 
pole which would promote vigorous exchange pe.tween. the resnective 
regions. It is true, 'c;rf course, tha.t on Jupiter there must also 
be marked temperature differences behreen equator and pole; 'but 
the· thermal gradient, as ·itreiPtes' to the S'Jln, must be relatively 
constant due to the slif,;ht inclination. On Saturn, the thermal 
gradient is subject to slow but profound modification 'as the 
planet progresses in its orbit and the su.n moves towards. and 
away from the solstice. Therefore, on &atur~, we shauld expect 
to find :intensification of the solar heating .effect: despite .the . 
greater dis'tince of the planet from the sun. It is all· a. ;qu-e_stion 
of relative values. · . 

In comparing the atmos~;heric system of Saturn \•Ti th that of 
the earth we encounter a fundamental difficulty. Our atmosphere 
is essentially a· gaseou;s solution in which an admixture 'o! ni
trogen and OXygen playS the part of solvent while water Vapor 
plays the part of solu'te •.. As dissolved substances crystalize 
out from liquid solutions 1trhen the pressure or temperature is 
altered, so water vapor condenses out in the form of clouds . 
or precipitates when the' atmosphere becomes saturated for any 
given pressure-temperature l.evel which is later altered. 
The analogy with a true liouid solution is not per:fect, '·of 
course, but serves well as a graphic illustration. 

However, in the case of Satur·n, we deal 11<1ith a plan~t 
whose atmosphere consists chiefly· of hydrogen vri th methane 
and other ·light gases. The pr-ecipitants, moreover, are not 
condensations of water V?.por but apparently of ammonia ana· 
other substances of very lo11r boiling point. Also, they are 
not in the form of liquid droplets but of solid crystal!?. 
In this they are somewhat analogous to our high-level q~rri,. 
which are oomposed of ice crystals but "'i th this importan~ 
difference: Whereas terrestrial, high-level cirrus is ~sually 
a very thin and comparatively uncommon cloud, the ammonia 
clouds of Saturn appear to be veri thick and to be the principal 
cloud substance. It is clear, therefore, tha.t the dynamics 
of the Saturnian atmot'::?here must be very different. 

Nevertheless there are fundamental points in common. 
There must, for instance, be a horizontai pressure distribution 
which will result in belts or zones of alternating high and 
low pressure between equa~or and pol.es. Tli-is should result 
in zones of comparatively clear atmosphere and belts of cloud
iness, which corresponds well to observational appearances. 
Moreover, it must be remembered that even i:f .t:he aqsolute , 
temperature of the planet be ve~y l,ow, as re_cent measures 
suggest, there will nevertheless exist marked_differences, 
in temperature; and when one considers the low boiling point 
of the substances in the S_?..turnian a.tmos2)here, it is clear 
that these temperature differences are capHble of producing 
effects comparable to those in our own atmosphere. Again, 
it is merely a matter of relat;ve vafues. To see graphically 
what is meant, thro111 a chunk of 11 dry ice11 into a glass of ice
water--but keep well away from itJ You will engender a com
motion more violent than any boiling ever heard of. 
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Pressure distribution ltkE)'dse mu~t · 1}e·· fu~damentally 
similar. On the earth, for::instance, we ;find•pressure at 
the poles consistently loNer'.than.for the equ~tor, though 
at first it would seem that trhe· reverse .should be true-and 
so it would if the earth did. not rotate', .. But the earth's 
rotation creates a polar whirl· 1._rhich materia;lly reduces the 
pressure at the pole. No1rr the r,q;tation peri'od of Saturn, 
10. 2 hours, must· p~:oduce a very marked poJ.ar \orhirl. 11e 
should, theT.ef-o:t:e~ ':+expect to find an extensive area of low 
pressure--and· therefore of maximum cloudiness--around the pole. 
But since the c.louds·11rould not be cloud.s o~·watsr ve,poror · 
ice crystals,. but rather of ammonia and other crystals,. ·,. ,', 
apparently eontam:i:.nated by metallic oxides as Wildt sug-., ··· 
gests for J"ttpi•ter, .reflection would be greatly modified. 
There would•· for. ~nstance be selective absorption giv:i.ng rise 
to color, as ·well as reflection of selected "rave lengths~-.-
also giving .rifi)e .ta color. The polar cap, therefore, wouid 
appear~ and colored rather than brilli~nt and white, 
as is the case \<Ti th 1ihe earth and Mars. Thus·, on Jupiter 
and Saturn, both marked by extremely short rotations, we 
find charact~r.istically dar:: and colored polar cloud caps~ 
It is ext remel;y~)?.~O.~it)>jt~t/~~t',. ~v+:~n)l.th·,.f;UJ.(l Neptune wpu~d. ·e~-::: ·; 
hi bit the~ same pheno~~n6n, if th'ey' ;hbti;l. d be seen as we1I;! ... _ · · .. 

It is probable 1that this great p'dlar mass of con-
densed, crystalline cloud has a marked tendency td settle .. : ... 
out of the atmosphere at the pole of Saturn~., . ThiS foliows 
from the effects bf the polar compr~ssion, nearly lO~and 
most marked for all the planets in Saturn. According to 
Young, this resul tsi in a varia,tion :of.· surface gr~vity of 
nearly 25~~ehreien equB;_tor apd:pol~.", _··. The weight of a mass 
of cloud· on· the squator~ ·as~'UJ!led t.o .. :t>e 1.0 • 000 tons, would 
become 12,000 tona if 'trci!:il.sP,~rted ·to the pole. At the pole·,: 
where the centrifugal fot~~e. is' ·~ero' the greater 117eight would: 
produce higner'de:nsi ty in·J·:the cloud. We may therefore 
reasol'i~b:ly· .. assurne • a constant settling and a constant re-
newal as 'equatorial current·s join the polar whirl. This 
should result in mCir~ ori less. constant variations in area, 
darkness, and color1 of 'the cloud cap--and this is cer-
tainly more 'marked for' Saturn .than for Jupiter_ •. Indeed the 
variability of the Saturnian· cap may- be sa'i d to 'be one of 
its most 11 constant11 features. · 

JOVIAN SAT2E.ITJ PHENOK:7J!:r.A -FOR SMADL TELESCOPES . ·. 
by Jal!les C. Bartlett~ ir. 

In the June, 1948, issue of~ Strolling Astrariouier, an 
article by Mr. \'/alter H. Haas inv.'i:tes observation of .the sur
face markings of the four large s'a.,tellites of Jupiter; but, as 
Mr. Haas points out, effective obs-ervations require excellent ··· 
instruments and large apertu~es. · However, for those of us who 
can command only mode!;!t:· aperture21-...:.say from 3 to 5 inches-
there remain other. phen.'omena ·equally as interesting and easily 
within range of the small glass. 
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I refer to the singular and non-periodic variations in the apparent 
magnitudes of all four of the Galilann sate! Utes ;aild·A>o related changes 
in color, mostly affecting IV. b"tit set<n in all the moons at one time or 
another. Both magnitude an)i color changes may be studied easi.ly \1ri th 
any good 3-inch refractor or Tefiector, the latter being sunerior for 
color determina.tions. ·' · · -

Such observat.i:ons, if continued regularly over a sufficient period 
of time, are impor~ant contributions to our kno\lrledge of the probable 
surface conditions'of these satellites and may also have some bearing 
on the question of _their rotation periods. The latter is still an open 
question,· though it is generally believed that the A.XiP.l rotations are 
synchro.nt:zed with the orbital r'evolutions so that the s~.telli tes ahrays 
present :the saJ:Je face to Ju)i ter while presenting dHfcrent faces to us. 
If thirs is true, surface areas of unequal reflectivity would_ ac~ount 
well for. changes ip appnr.Oi~t magnitude--but such changes shou1d then 
always occur for any 'given satellite ~ri th definite positions in the 
orb}t, and. the same change should,a1ways occur at the same point in the 
orbit•· · · · · ·' ··.·:.' · . . . 

In 1926, Stebbins, using the·photoelectric photometer of the Lick 
elservatory' established ~ variations in a::r·!arent maf;ni t.ude which 
were definitely related to the orbital position. A year: la~er, Antoniadi, 
using the 33-inch refractor at Meudon, nade a comprehensive::s'tudy of 
the surface markings of the four large satelli tos 1·rhich. t:p.dJc_ated to 
him that they all ~ept the sa.r:1e face towards Ju:;;i ter. · ·· 

Nevertheless,- dCS'Jite the admitted weight of these authorities, 
there are many observ2.tidns on record which are not easy to reconcile 
t·ri th the theory that such vo.riations depend upon. the orbital pos.ition. 
Any close student of the se,telli tes will, I think, agree tha:t na,jor 
light fluctuations ancL chant;es in· color often occur in the .saJ:Je. sat
ellite quite independently of its orbital position--a -fact very dif
ficult to explain on the assumption that such changes .are lin'{ed to an 
axial-:-orbi tal synchronization. . . . , ., .. 

:... ·However, it 1.§; possible to reconcile ~u.ch·.·nhenomel).e. y.rith this 
hypothesis if we concede t:tmosiJheres to thes·e ·s;:;eitelli tes •.. It is clear 
that· if major light fluctuil.'tions, or changes in color/c2.n be referred 
to -atmospheric effects, i. e. to the formation o~ .. ev:?..yJoration of cloud. 
covers, then such chan,;es 1.-JoEld. have no relr>.ti on to·. ;o:r.bi tal posi t.i on 
whatever. · · ' 

~he atmospheric theor;r D~rhR.1)S best eYplP.ins the non-peri odic 
character and especiall;r the mdr~ed suddenness of many.of these fluct
uations.' If to thes9 f'iuctu.atioris arc arlced those 11rhi.ch do depend 
entirely. U'Jon orbital :position we -1,roulcl then have an o:t:plnna.tion for 
the puzzling fact th;::,~ so:neti':les the ·-che.ngos ?.YJ~)ear. to depend UBon 
orbital position wh:ile at other ti·::es· they do not..,'. :.It is all a ouestion 
of which effect is domi hA.nt c<.t · ahy gtven time •. ; · 

Perhaps it is \~Tell to remark at th;is ]JOint that, contrnry to 
many textbook ste.temonts, there are reHlly no sound§: nriori grounds 
f.or denying an atnosyhcre to any body merel:r llccause it oay have. a 
small mass. It. is true th2.t there is a critical vcloci ty of escP.pe 

.. for all gases, and tha.t tho value of this :critical velocity bocooes 
markedly snalle'r for sm~11 ma.sses; bU:t, as Russell pointed out, there 

. is much .more involved than :dnetic energy.of molecules and. the critical 
velocity of excape (Russell, Henry Norris, 11 The Atmospheres of the 
Planets"; Science, January 4th, 193.5). . 

For instance, the 1-::inetic enert.SY of any given E,as molecule will 
depend partly upon the mass of tho ~olecule and thus will vary with 
the chemical composition of tho gas. It ·will also depend partly upon 
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the temperature of the gas, the kinetic energy beconiing much lower 
with lowered temperatures until a J.Joint may be reached at which the 
established kinetic energy of the molecule is insufficient to ~oro-
vide the velocity necessary to esce,pe the plan3tary mass •. Thu~ a 
small body at Jupiter 1 s diste,nce from the sun 1frill have a riru.ch great
er chance to retain an atmoslJhere than an even larger body at I>ier-
cury 1 s distance. Thh ~act 1 oftE::n overlooked, perhap<~ exple.ins the 
demonstrated retention of an atmosphere by Titan, the largest satellite 
of Saturn. 

. At any rate there are .good observational regsons for believing 
that the four large satellites of .Ju-oi ter uossess a1JDreciable at
mospheres. Indeed it is difficult t~ exo1~in sudde~.~. changes in ap.
pa;rent magnitude, in apparent siz.e, and even 'in shape (III has some ... 

· :times been observed to ha.ve an· elliptical shape \-rhile at other times 
E>,ppearing quite round) \-Ti thout recognizing the effects of atmospheric 
agencies. Moreover, some observers have glimpsed a:?)arent polar 

. caps on III while in 1890 Earnard. concluded that I possessed a bright 
equatorial zone and dark :;>ales like:Jupiter ttself •. J. IV occasion-

. ally presents anom~\lous appearances, sometimes appearing 1tfuzzy11 or 
nebulous vri th a bright, star-lH::e central point ....... an appearance per
haps due to absorption at the limbs of the satellite. [i'l. H. Pickering 
sought to determine the rotation period of J. III from its changing 
ellipticity'~·. An atmospheric explane.tion vroul?- be suJported if the,· 
variations have no regular period, orbital or other\-riso.-Edito:r] . 

Be that as it may, it is a fact that marked changes in color and 
in apparent magnitude 1trere early record.ed of these satellites. As 
early as 1707 Maraldi found IV sometimes brightest of all, though 
usually it is faintest. 13ianchini, in 1711, once found IV so faint 
for more than an hour the.t it could scarcely be perceived, and other 
competent observers have noticed changes in the aplJatent di~eter of 
the disc. I have myself often observed it to be apparently smaller 
1tfhen in its red phase than 1:rhen in its. blue.. Nm,rcomb· ·r:ema~~ed: 
11 The light of these satellites Yaries to an e:x:tent 1.Arhich is d~fficult 
·to account for, excepting by supposing very violent chD.nges constantly 
going on on their surfaces. 11 (Newcomb, Simon, Popular Astronq{ny, p. 345: 
Harper and Brothers, Nevr York; 18'(8). To this vrri ter it appears much 
more probe,ble that the chan,:,es are not on the surfaces but in the 
atmospheres. It seems clo~'.r the,t the ]Jrecipi tat ion of an extonsi ve 
cloud mass would result in an apJneciable brightuning of the satellite, 
and also perh<:1.ps in an apparent increase in diam(:)ter possibly through · 
an effect of irradiation. [There is little hope of a direct observation 
of atmosphere~produced clifforenoes 1.n level since a second of arc is 
never less than about 2,000 miles at the distancs of Jupiter.-1~dJ 

Color changes have been seen in all four satelli tea, perhaps 
ex:plaining·the·widely varying color· estimates given by difff?rent 
observers. :i::n color IV is the most variable, III, I and~ II.the least 
in that order;,. UI, however, is generally very steady ·ana. IV is the 
most markedly va.riable o:f all, a fact also noticed by Hewcomb. The 
color of IV is norm.a;lly bluish, though often it a}Jpears to ·have a sort 
of grayish tinge and not infrequently is redr1ish, v2.rying from r>.n 
orange hue to deep red.. J •. III is::usually some shade of orange-red, 
often ap}1earing '·iik:e ·a· miniature of Mars; though the. vJri ter has some
times seen it \,rhi te and. once unmistakeably bluish. J. I usually anpears 
yello'I'Ji sh and II 1 ''rhi te 1 though· the colors are sometimes reversed; 
both occasione.lly appear reddish •. Light fluctuattons are more common 
to II than to I. · : 
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Very striking changes are frequent .1tli th IV~ This satelli to is 
commonly--though not invariably--brightest at its western, and faintest 
at its eastern, elongations. It is usually bri6htcst and appears to have 
a larger disc when in its blue phase than when in its.red, though here 
again the·-reverse··has been noted. The ,.,ri ter' s observations over a 
period··of 8 years. show that for 94 apparitions IV appeared bluish ~or 
74%and r<;ddiSh for 26;:?.. of them. It appeared bluish for 55it- of its 
eastern elonge~tions and reddish for only 29 of its western elongations. 
The ·111ri ter· :has· also seen the disc nebulous e..nd indistinct and· at" otheY 
times very sharply defined. · .J 

These then are the :)henoJJona e?sil:r available to the possessor 
of a sman glass. If a careful, night-to-night record is lcept, .not 
only will these phenomena 'bo observed out their non-periodic l'uicCun
predictable che,ractor 1trill be fully established. .b.ccur:ite .records 
thus kept will help greatly in understanding the.atmospheric.phenomana 
of these satellites. .. · · 

Color estinc,tes and. magnitude determinations sho~id be made only 
against a dark sky and o:: clear nights. Proximity '9f the moon is ;fatal 
to accurate>work. · ·Moreover, the determinations should be made 'when . · · 
Jupiter is on or- ve.ry near. to the rwridian which is to say whon it .is 
at its greattJst a.lti tude.· .A light haze is not detrimentnl to deter
mination of relative r.:~agnitudes but is fatal to accur~.te color work, 
either damping out. the cplors or giving a s<Jurious red tint. to ·all of 
the satellites- depending upon the depth of the haze. Transtts across 
Jupiter may be utilized to determine a:ppare:r.t. changes in rnflecti.vi ty 
of a satellite between t1·1o or more successive. transits:· This is dono 
by noting 1trhcthor the transit is light. or ·d~rk. If light·, .. the. satellite 
will appea;r as ?- bright elise negr the limbs of the planet connonly be
coming difficult to invisible in the. center of· the elise. If d-ark, the 
satellite s€iems to darken e.s it a·:):proa.ches tho· center and in_. some in
stances--especially 11ri th IV-may appear as black as its shado1·J~ 
Often the same satellite nay exhibit a lieht and a dark tran.~i t in the 
course of one complete orbital revolution, thus .:nclica.ting bons1deritble 
change in re..JlQcti vi ty. 

The '"lrri ter may pc.rha:·JS be pardoned for EmdJng; this pP.per 1tri th 
some observatio:qs of h,is. o1m, v.rhiC'h may be encoure.@;ing to those wh9 
would li!~e to do useful \·Tork on the Jovian satolli tos ,rrith such means 
as may be available. 

April 1, 1946,e.t Jh 35m., (U. T. her0 and later) II ·\..ra·s so ftdnt 
at tho beginning of the obs•Jrve~tion as to be seen vd th difficulty' but 
within an hour had bedol~~· b1:fghter thr:n l.' · · · · · · · · · 

April 22, 1946, a;~ 5.4 .4.5.m •. '· "'~~thin JOm. II age.in. bz:ightened until 
it surpassed I. · · 

r' .• 

:tvlay 11, 1947, at 5h 21m., J. I was not only brightest of all but 
distinctly red. In fact I ~istook it for J. I.II until.! had consulted 
the satellite confi6urations in the Am£ricqn Ephemeris and Nautical 
Almanac after the observation. Incidentally, it is boocl practice for 
the observer never to consult the Ephencris before observa.tion but 
to sketch in the positions of the satellites assigning them estimated 
values as he sees them, later making idcr.tific::.1-tions. This procedure 
helps eliminate the factor of suggestion. 

:tvl.e_y 12, 1947, at 5h 50m., III brie;htest, 11ras 0.istinctly bluish-
a color checked carefully by filter. 

July 9, 1948, at Jh 35m., IV second in brightness, bluish. 
July 9, 1948, at 5h 31 m., IV much fainter and no,~r very red; 

apparent disc noticeably smaller. 
These observe.tions, exce~Jting the last t1~ro 11rhich were made 1rli th 

a 3.5 in. reflector, 1verc all made \lri th 3-in. find 5-in. rc:frac tors. 
A }-inch, with sufficient pm·rer, will raistJ d.ofini to discs on all o.f the 
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satellites though little or nothing can be d.one with markings. A 
good 5-inch will sometimes show at least the existence of markings, 
while even a 2-inch will enable one to follow the apparent magnitude 
variations. 

Saturnian ~otation Rates and 
:Belt Latitudes 

by 11alter H. Haas 

We have recently received from Mr. E. J. Reese a summary of two 
important phases of his studies of Saturn during its 1947-8 appar
ition. This material is undoubtedly important enough to deserve pub
lication in a more signific2,:1t astronomical lJeriodical than this one. 
:But since Mr. Reese is extre:::wly modest about the worth of hj_s excel
lent observations, we venture to give his summary here. His 111ork was 

_carried out with a 6-inch reflector, of his own construction and used 
at 240X, in Uniontown, Penna. His views of Saturn were good enough 
that he frequently savr Cassini.fs Division· all around the visible part 
crf the rings and Encke's Division for some dozens of degrees near the 
ansae. 

From-September 12, 1947, to June 3, 1948, Reese recorded fully 
55 central meridian transits. The marks observed were almost all 
dark objects on the north edge of the South Equatorial :Belt. From a 
careful study of a graph in \IThich the longitude of a mark is plotted 
against time he daduced the following five (linear) drHts, All five 
objects arc dark features on the north edge of the north cooponent 
of the South ~quatorial :Belt, and hence near Saturnigraphic latitude 

..J.2° • The "terminal dates" are those of the first and. last observations. 
The third column gives the longitude on February 9, 1948, the drift 
b-eing-extrapolated if necessary. Reese's longitudes are by A. JS'. 
Alexander's System :B, 11rhich employs an arbitrary zero meridian and an 
assumed rotation-period of lOh 15m.9. 

No. Xg~~ Lor:.g. at !£. Chan,;;;e in long, Rotation .-
.2_.ates OPTlOSi tion transits in 30 da;vs. Eeriod 

1 Dec • .JO-.Feb. 7 87° 5 
--~ +16.I 

2 Dec.l0-Feb.;..l6 ll8 4 +5·3 

. ·J Dec-.13-Feh ... l? 1.54 5 +3.2 

4- Jan.l)-Feb.l7 171 4 +.5·5 

.5 :;')ec.l3-Fen.ll 193 4 + 7.0 

--Mean ......... lf ........................... ·······•····+7•4 lOh 16m 4s 

· Mean· wi th.out no. 1 .•..•••••............•••••• ...,5. 2.5 lOh 16m ls 

Perhap.s the fact most favoring Reese's interpretation of his 
··~ata, as above, is the ~ery close agreement between four of his 
drift ... rates. Indeed, one oft.en gets much more scatter when dealing 
with Jovian drifts. Otherwise, one must admit that the individual 
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drifts rest on scantay datc:t: and an experienced Joviari transi t-ab
server would not ordinar>ily base arotation-neriod on four or ·five 
trai]si ts scattered over an interval of two m-cmth~.- lt. i's i·nteresting 
that Reese'~ mean period. iS near the lOh 15m 54Ei. thafA; F; Alex
an~er _.obtained. for· the same latitudinal current .in .1946-7. It is 

• thus again slo11rer than the 11 r1ormal 11 equatorial cutrent of lOh i4m. 
. Reese obtainefl be~ t-:lati tudes~ by measurinb. tbe oi-'l~:~i:nais of his 

38 tifawings,· the first on September 12, 1947, and the last on June 
6, 1948. He determined Saturnigraphic latitudes. ,,,rhich take account 
of the oblateness of the J)lartot·:t:hrough suitable formulas.· As usual, 
negative signs dertote southern latitudes. \~e suDmi:trize h:ls results 
as follows: · 

Position 

Qenter North Temperate Belt 

No. drawings measured 

23 

Avei.iliJl 
la.ti tude 

44~1 

center Equatorial Band 

north edge South Equatorial Belt Hor~:h 
'· . 

south .BJdge s'outh Equatorial ..dolt South: 

south edge South Temperate Belt 

south edge South South Tomj_)erete Belt 

center narrow bright zone 

north edge·SoU,th Polar Band 

south edge South Polar Band 

21 

38 

38 

20 

11 

11 

37 

23 

During the period of observations the quantity B, the SP.turn
icentric latitude of the earth, ranged from -12?9 to ~i6?o. 

--3.9 

..,J.l.7 

-27.0 

-35.9 

-44.7 

-47.7 

_64.1 

-71.7 

The reader night li':e to compare Reese's values \ori th those 
-published in The Strollins Astronomer, Volune 1, lJo. 4, }Jeg. 6, 1947. 
There is little evidence for changes in latitude between 1946-7 
and 1947-8. The most li:coly chanf~e is for the south edge of the 
South Equ?.torial Belt South, 11rhich three observers r)Ut at -30? or 

-31° in 1946-7. 
Speaking now only of Reesots 1947-8 tl,atitudes, th9 mathematical 

reader will ,,,.onder about tho:ir accuracy. Wishing to Deasure random 
errors only, we first assure ourselves by studying his orif)nal data 
that there is no evidence of systenatic changes in the l2.ti tude of 
the north edge of the South EquatoriEtl Belt North, or in that of the 
cente;r of .the Equatorial :Band so that ,,,rc may use these t\•TO pod tions 
as samples. \~e then compute that the probabJ ~?. error of a si0,g~ measured 
latitude of the S. E. B. N is 1?2 and that th<" proba,ble errol o'f the 
adopted r.1ean of -ll?7 is hence 0?2. Perhaps it is more pictorial 
to say that the average numerical error of a single neasured lat-
it~.J.de, paying no attontion to the sit::n, is 1?4 and tha.t there are 
only three errors exceeding 3~0 in the set of 38 measures (all other 
measures fall within 3?0 of -11?7). For the E. B. one gats that 
the probable error of a single mea,sure is 1?3 and that the probable 
error of the mean of -3~9 is hence 0~3. The average numerical error 



1947, 

1948, 

is here 1~5. The degree of accuracy achieved by R~ese on his dra.w
ings appears to us truly remarkable. Bear in mind that even at 
opposition and in the center of the disc a degree of saturian la
titude is only one-sixth of a second of arc. 

It is natural to ask whether Reese's measures give any evidence 
of changes in belt-latitudes during the course of the 1947-8 aP
paration. The North T~mperate Belt was placed at +33°to +39°in 
February and March and thus farther south than usual; it was very 
faint in those months and was recorded on only three drawings, There 
ie evident asouthward trend of the South Polar Band during the appar
ition. In the·s~mary below of its Saturnigraphic latitudes, the 
numbers in parentheses show on how many measures each value rests. 

. . 

Month North Edge S. P. B. South Edge S. P, B. 

September -56~2 (2) 

October -59.2 (S) 

November -61.2 (3) 
. 0 

(2) -69.1 I.; 

December -66,2 (S) -70.5 (4) 

January -66.2 (5) -72. z-· (3) 

February -64.4 (4) -71.0 (3) 

March -63.0 (3) -69.3 (J) 

April -65.9 (2) -73.0 (2) 

May-June -·68.2 (5) :...is •. o ($) 

It may be worthwhile to record a few other facts for the student 
of Saturnian latitudes-an almost untouohed··field. On December 1 
Reese measured a North North Temperate Belt to lie at +53?~~ On 
December 7 he placed the north edge of a white South Polar Cap at 
-85~2. Seven measures of the south edge of the s~uth Equatorial 
Belt North give an average latitude of .18~1, and seven measures of 
the north edge of the South Equatorial Belt South give .. 23?5. · Occas
ional measures of the north edges of the South Temperate Belt and of 
the South South Temperate Belt give each of these belts a width of 
three degrees. · 

It is possible that the changing value of the tilt B. of the 
axis of Saturn introduces systematic errors into measured latitudes. 
Our A. L. P. 0. studies to date do not allo'llr judging this matt~r. 

We are indebted to Mr. Reese for an excellent bases on which· 
to build future studies of Saturnian latitudes.. ~le hope that some 
of our readers will hel<) do the building. Carefully made drawings 
on a large enough scale-are all that is required. It would, however. 
be excellent if those members having the use of a filar micrometer 
would employ it to determine these latitudes independently. 

-9-



Lunar Tidbits 

It is well known that Schroeter often observed a prolongation 
of the cusps of the crescentic moon into the dark hemisphere and 
imputed the appearance to a rare lunar atmosphere. A drawing-of 
the prolongations is given in Volume I ofT. W. Webb's still very 
readable Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes. The extensions 
have also been recorded by Gruithuisen, the Messrs. Henry, and W. H. 
Pickering. In more recent years they have been noted by F. R. Vaughn, 
H. M. Johnson, and W. H. Haas and have been suspected by D. P. Bar
croft. It is proper to state that some observations of their absence 
have also been made by menbcrs of our A. L. P. 0, The prolonga.tions 
are extremely faint, scarcely more than a slightly gre~ter bright
ness of the rim of the oarthli t moon near each cusp. l'le now re?.d 
on pg. 172 of The Journal s2f the BrHi sh .t1.stronomicfl.l Association 
for June, 1948, that H. P. lHlkins on the evening of April 14, 1948, 
found the star-like points of the lofty Loibnitz perucs near the south 
cusp "connected by exceedingly fine filaments brighter thAn the earth
shine." He was using a 12-inch reflector at l50X in a very cle11.r sk'.r • 

. On pg. 171 of the sarJe J. B. A. A. we f:ind: 11A. W. Vince saw 
1948, April 15, 22h 23m, with po\'ler 50 on a 6 3/8 inch O. G. (refrR.ctotJ, 
a bright flash on the 02.rthli t eRst limb, 30° to tho north of Grim-
aldi, and estim?.ted it c.s equal to fl, third magnitude st."\.r, rt One is 
reminded of the very sinile.r fbshes roma,rkod by A. W. Mount and 
F. H. Thornton; refer to The Strolling Astronomer, Volume 1, no. 8, 
pp. 2-5, 1947. Are an. throe ob,iects meteoritic impact-flashes? 

Error .!E. August issue. The sentence near the middle of pago f 
should read; 11 The polar re.dius of Jupiter was 22 11 in June, and it 
follows that a cloud ~rejecting only o".l must rise nearly 200 miles 
[hot 40QJ above the retlocting surfe.ce of the planet. 11 This changed 
number does not change the editorls opinion of the theoretical un
likelihood of actual Jovian cloud-projections. 

12 issues 
6 issues 
1 issue 
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